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Version 4.x
Version

Date

4.2.0.453

Description

Added
Add parameter support inside the Upload-URL
Add Spanish helpfile

4.2.0.456

Added
Added Support of 4096 Encryption Keys
Fixed
Bugfix to avoid crashes or warnings before and after signing
Bugfix that no Pad was found

4.2.0.460

Added
Function to lock the Form fields with the 1. Signature, this is the default behavior now (can
be disabled in the configuration under file-handling)
Export function for Random Key
Fixed
Bugfix for missing temp folder
Bugfix for using existing DigSig Fields

4.2.0.494

Added
Support of DigSig Fields which are already inside a PDF Document. The fields have to be
selected in the SSS or XML file by their Fieldname.
Added Default Timeserver to eSO Settings which can be used for the timestamp. This
server is hosted by StepOver (http://stepoverinfo.net:88/tsa/).
Information’s about trusted timestamping can be found in Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.or
g/wiki/Trusted_timestamping

4.2.0.497

Added
Add NotaryInformation from Signaturpad to each Signature
Notary Information can be check with eSignatureOffice (Menü: Check)

4.2.0.500

Fixed
Incresed Versionnumber to 500, the last Versions had a to low Number

4.2.0.511

2011-10-05

Added
Directory and Pagepreview, there are new Options for this in the Administration
new XML Tags for Stamp, Confirmation dialog, BackgroundImage and Location
Fixed
Background-Image Upload in Standard-Signmode

Jira-Task
(only
internal)

Setup

4.2.0.527

2011-11-07

Added
new XML Tags for MacroButton-Historie and a to see if a Keyword was found or not
new mode for the pagepreview, can be activated in the Administration under Directory
timeserver is now used by default
new parameter to change Display brightness of the ColourPad
Fixed
Problem with unvalid Signatures when the PDF-Form lock was activated
Renderproblems by scanned PDFs
Accessvioloation with the Textsearch (Intelligent Fields)

4.2.0.529

Added
Signature Properties for Location, Reason and Signer
Fixed
missing German translation for new Options
Problems with XML Tag MacroButtonHistory

4.3.0.541

2011-12-16

Added
Enable a sleeping Pad (ColourPad)
Fixed
Umlaute Problem with in XML
Textsearch Problems by PDF´s
Rendering Problems by PDF

4.4.0.548

2012-01-12

Added
XML Parameters(PDF Copy without Biodata)
Fixed
Fixed Problem with Signature Zoom
Not all Signature are visible in the Document Check
Removed
Sealing Option in Macrobuttons (automaticity sealing)

4.4.0.560

2012-03-20

Added
Error7 and Error5 to Retfile
More Stamp Informations are possible, the Dialog for that is flexible
new XML Parameter
Helpfile Option (CHM File)
Fixed
SignInDoc Problems by Landscape Documents
Download Problems
Font Problems by some font types

4.4.0.562

2012-04-03

Added
Signature Check directly after Signing
Fixed
Signing problems with existing DigSig Fields
Signature Check by Signatures with existing DigSig Fields

4.5.0.574

2012-05-09

Added:
Support of Comfort and Flawless Pads
N-trig Support
New Functions for WebSign (GetWorkMode(); SetMode(); HighlightFields();
SetActiveField();)
New XML Tags (ReturnFormFieldValues, DisableAutoJumpToPrevField,
EnableLastFiledSkipping, DisableBackButton)
Fixed:
Zoom returns after Signing to previous level (WebSign)
Problem with PC Lock/Standby
PDF Rendering Problems

4.7.0.686

Fixed
Problem when you change Windows Size while Signmode is active
issue with VirtualStore and the file Customer.bmp
German Translation Problem

4.7.0.688

2013-04-19

Add
Mousewheel scrolling to form mode
Signature Confirmation with "Enter Key"
Fixed
Problem when loaded PDF with an Image-Signature

4.9.0.825

2014-03-31

Fixed
problems by loading eSO caused by OpenSSL Libs
sopad using now the saved certificates for signing instead of creating each time a new
one

4.9.0.830

2014-04-22

Fixed
last signature is now always visible in SignInDoc-Mode
Improved
the signature less fade out while saving

4.9.0.831

2014-04-23

Fixed
Problem when leaving signature mode with View-Mode Button
Problem with HTTPS Connections (updated Transfer.dll)
Improved
Installation with TCP Option will create "TCP and Citrix Extension" Folder + config.ini
under AppData

4.9.0.835

2014-05-05

Fixed
AfterCancel was not triggered by SSS and XML
Repeat and Abort functions didn´t worked correctly

4.9.0.836

2014-05-08

Fixed
AfterCancel Macro was triggered twice by optional signatures
a started Signatur was not saved with Macro Button
different default values in Startmanager and SOSigOffice

4.9.0.842

2014-06-20

Fixed
Problems with XML Encoding (German Umlauts) by Output XML
Problems with <DeviceKeys> Tag (25sec delay)
Changing from Sign to View Mode by the first Signature was triggering AfterCancel action
Improved
Error handling in case somebody just draw a single point
Add
Form field option, that you can only insert text as width as the field is
(there is still a problem that with different zoom settings the amount of letters you can
enter is changing)

4.9.0.844

2014-06-26

Fixed
Problem with Optional Signature ( were treated like mandatory fields)
Access Violation, when Pad Search was started without connected pad
Add
Option in Administration to enable AfterSigning macro in case all signatures where
skipped (by Default this means AfterCancel)
Logfile per Day, with option to delete log files older than x days

4.9.0.846

2014-06-29

Improved

4.9.0.848

2014-07-10

Add

Behaviour of Document-View Button while Sign-process

Support of Timeserver with longer Keys (4096)
Fixed
Problems with grey pages while SignInDoc Mode with ColourPad Version 2.0
Improved Speed when swtiching to SignInDoc Mode
Problems with form field locking (caused Adobe crash when loading of the PDF)
Changed
The behaviour of WebSign Active-X was changed, in the way that you can start another
(second) instance of the Active-X and don´t get the error message "another instance is
already running". Now the new instance will terminate the existing instance, to allow a
page refresh under chrome.
4.9.0.850

2014-07-14

Add
Merging of PDF documents with XML-Input (new tag: <PDF-Merge>)
Changed
TabletPC Support was temporally disabled because of a problem (will be back in 2-3
Weeks)

4.9.0.852

2014-07-16

Add
Error message for the case the signature field was drawn over 2 pages
Fixed
Problems with Macro Visibility Options
Document with existing DigSig files won´t save after signing
Removed Timeserver Response Logging

4.9.0.854

2014-07-31

Fixed
Access violation by closing WebSign with Chrome Browser
Incorrect Build number in log files

4.9.0.859

2014-08-21

Add
The same signature position will not be offered for signing if there is already a Signature at
the same location inside the document (allows to use the same SSS and PDF multiple
times without removing signatures from SSS).
Added PKCS12 import to XML and with start parameter
A signed DigSig can´t be offered again for signing

Removed
old start parameter for setting keys (from eSignatureOffice 3)

Fixed
Accessviolation/Memoryleak by the textsearch (BLS Engine)
Rendering Problem of an Barcode
Signature-Check showed only the details of the last Signature of the document
Save Problem by the combination of DigSig PDF and active Integrity Check after Signing
Problem with -nobiodata Parameter (only 1 signature was possible)
Problem with Signing Colour in combination with Image Sign function
Image Sign function supports now more image types
Problem with PNG Image Type for SignImage function
Skip Signature behaviour was not working correctly

WebSign Problems under Chrome
multiple problems with Termination of WebSign under Chrome (OM-2, OM-3, OM-4,
OM-5, OM-6, OM-12)

4.10.0.861

2014-08-28
Add
Option for SSS and XML to show/disable the Signer-Request-Dialog
document content can be used in macrobutton (Textsearch)

Fixed
Message Windows sometimes open in Background
Messages from devices was not handle and timeouts happends
Problem with Rendering-Threats between Signatures which were causing crashes
Zero Values in decrypted Biodata are removed
Message that the following signature is the last of the signature-set was not displayed.
Import of that Value by SCS will only work with new SCS Files.
Save As was not Working in Menu of old/classic GUI
HTTP/FTP Problems in combination with XML and Macrobutton
Problems in case Timeserver URL is wrong and Signature Process was canceled
Signature Lines with old 1.x Firmware Pads where very thin
Change Error Message "Unable to load existing Signatures" to "Too less Signature-data.
Please repeat."

Changes
Timeout Parameter in SSS (+added to XML), it´s now also saving a signature in case
there are enough biodata
Replace the Abort-Button in Signer-Request-Dialog with a Button "No Stamp"
4.10.0.866

2014-09-15

Fixed

eSignatureOffice410_140915
Crash with happens with customer documents in combination with higher amount of
signatures
Reloading of SecureSign was not working
Problems what Message or other Popup Windows stay in background, while using
StayOnTop Parameter

4.10.0.870

2014-09-30

Fixed

eSignatureOffice410_140930
Biodata String was missing meta data of the signature rectangle
Administration Windows was blank in case it was accessed with SecureSign
Driver-XML check was not working correct
Rendering Problems which causing crashes (after signature and loading of the document)

Add
Text search function for Macro Settings (e.g. to use content of the document for Email
sending)
4.10.0.872

2014-10-28

Fixed

eSignatureOffice410_141028
Sign Button was not visible after reload of SecureSign
Language Parameter (lang=) was not working anymore
Option to disable the Timeserver is not reachable message, was not correctly saved
Translation in Stamp Popup Windows was wrong
AccessViolation in WebSign (changing into signmode)
missing and wrong translations in Administration

Add
New Option to handle read-only attribute when saving the pdf

4.10.0.884

2014-12-19

Fixed

eSignatureOffice410_141219
small font when formfield was set to autosize
access violation when signature was saved (with FW 1.x devices)
multisign option was not detecting a signature at the same position inside the document
(rounding error)
macro save option windows was not closing then renaming field was empty and renaming
was disabled
incorrect versions number in HKLM
licence was not correctly saved (after program restart the licence popup came again)
PDF Rendering Problems

Add
More Tooltips
Optional abort button for optional signatures (will stop signature process)
General Signature Options can be edit now (new Button in Signature-Set Window)
notification when search text was not found inside the document (file-renaming)
visibility of macro buttons have not start and end time
Showing serial numbers in devicesearch dialog

Changed
Signature-Set Creation Window (renaming of Options and layout changes)
4.10.0.890

2015-02-03

Fixed
wrong file name is used by macrobutton option for save as
problem with logging

eSignatureOffice410_150203

Improved
TCP-Client Performance
4.11.0.896

2015-03-02

eSignatureOffice411_150302
Fixed
colour device was not showing sign background when signature was repeated
AfterSign / Macrobutton visibility conflict
signature was saved instead of cancel (cause that AfterSign and AfterCandle where
triggered)
HashDialog cancel failed when only one signature was part of the set
MacroButton disabeling option while signing was not working correctly
SCS Import Error
language parameter was not working
Macro Problem with classic UI
message before the last signature was not shown
PDF Rendering Problems

Improved
Document Content search allows to search backwards and between 2 Strings now

4.11.0.898

2015-03-17

eSignatureOffice411_150317
Fixed
incorrect "Valid to" time by created certificates
incorrect viewing Position by using Directory
After Import with Administration the Macrobuttons where not visible (application restart
was necessary)
problem with too less Signature-data message
Set minimum windows width
handling when empty string was found by intelligent-renaming

Improved
order by intelligent-renaming can be changed (new up/down button)
Windows layout size (using more than 100%)
Import Error message with FTPSET and SignatureSet Paths can be disabled
Removed FTP Setting as Standard Export-Option
4.11.0.901

2015-03-26

Fixed

eSignatureOffice411_150326.exe
Repeat signature with Hash/Confirm Dialog was adding the previous signature image

Improved
Added content search icon
Default FTP- and SSS-Set folder will now be placed into user folder
4.11.0.901

2015-05-06

Improved

eSignatureOffice411_150326b.exe

4.11.0.906

2015-07-10

Improved

4.11.0.906

2015-08-05

eSignatureOffice411_150805.exe

2015-10-05

eSignatureOffice412_151005.exe

2015-11-16

eSignatureOffice412_151611.exe

2016-02-08

eSignatureOffice412_160208.exe

Updated TCP and Citrix Files (final Versions)
eSignatureOffice411_150710.exe

incorrect created certificate will now replaced with a correct one automatically

4.12.0.922

2016-03-10

eSignatureOffice412_160310.exe

4.12.0.949

2016-04-08

eSignatureOffice412_160408.exe

4.12.0.955

2016-06-02

Fixed

eSignatureOffice412_160602.exe
No abort message after signature cancel on the device
Problems with download of files (HTTP(s))
Runtime Error after closing of eSignatureOffice

Improved
remove obsolete Import/Export Option for PDF representation
Icons for the Signer/Reason/Location dialog changed
Signature colour for the signature device can be changed (only for Devices with Firmware
6.x)
4.12.0.958

2016-06-15

Fixed

eSignatureOffice412_160615.exe
Colour Device was not switching to Standby when closing eSignatureOffice with Macro
Button

* official release Versions

Version 5.x
Version

Date

Description

JIRA Task (only
internal)

Setup

Test-Protocol
(only
internal)

5.0.0.963

2016-06-29

eSignatureOffice50_160629.exe

Fixed
Crash with SecureSign
Signing with B/W devices didn´t worked
selected language of Device-Search-Dialog was after language change
incorrect
crash after configuration change
Document Viewing sometimes didn´t worked because of threading issue
removed incorrect Text inside Device-Search-Dialog (Search for Serial
devices)
SCS Import Problem
displaced Signature by customer documents (PDF Xpansion 8.9.8.0)

Improved
Added Linebreak to FFF file
remove obsolete Option inside Import/Export window
check for permissions rights before saving of files (added Error message in
case rights are insufficient)
Changes inside the StartScreen (show in Background / Text Colours)
Added Desktop Icon Option to setup
Parameter field of the PDF Converter was increased
Improved Window Size Option for GUI Version 4 and 5
Translations updated
5.0.0.963

2016-07-21 Improved

eSignatureOffice50_160629b.exe

Setup sets new Version to be default Application of the PDF-Converter
5.1.0.968

2016-08-04 Fixed

eSignatureOffice50_160804.exe
Possibility to change checkbox values after signing inside form mode
Open document from FTP dialog was closing the loaded document
Problem with overlapping toolbar icons
Import of some SCS files defaced the new GUI
correct some Textlabels
remove obsolete Option for Signature Rectangle
Import problem with some SCS files (Version 80)

5.1.0.969

2016-08-10 Fixed

eSignatureOffice50_160810.exe
Slow drawing of the signature with SecureSign and TabletPC usage

5.1.0.970

2016-08-16 Improved

eSignatureOffice51_160816.exe

click on the signature details (signature info panel) change view to the selected
signature
new signature icons for the signature info panel
visible highlight of existing (empty) signature fields inside the PDF document
Signing all existing signature fields inside a PDF document without the need of
a SSS file
clean up Temp folder at startup
PDF File extension is now added automatically for the file-renaming option in
case user forgot it
removed obsolete public/private key options inside Administration

Fixed
Problem with Multiline Textfields which had the No-Scroll Option
Intelligent Parameter Search was removing existing values in case the
windows was closed with Cancel-Button
5.1.0.974

2016-09-13 Improved
Added ZoomAfterSign Option to set Zoom level after Signing Process
Changed values inside Administration will exported without the need to save
them first
Added Option to start manually signing, in case there was no signature found
with SignatureSet
Added first version of automatically Signatureset mapping for the loaded
document
Update to MSXML6 Lib.
Changed settings will now exported without the need to save them first

Fixed
Missing Translation in Toolbar Settings
ReadBeforeSign didn´t worked correctly
Bugfix that application window is not presented unfinished during startup
filename status problems with XML Input

eSignatureOffice51_160913.exe

5.1.0.977

2016-09-30 Fixed

eSignatureOffice51_160929b.exe
SecureSign freeze after macro click
Error which cause message that not enough biometrical data is collected
Exception when closing SecureSign
Incorrect log of OS Version
Signature line was drawn to thin and in incorrect colour
Removing "Back" button while signing was not working (button was active
even if option was disabled)
Problems with DocView and WebSign that Page was uploaded multiple times
Updated incompatible Citrix files

Improved
Added Option to set default zoom level for DocViewing
5.1.0.983

2016-11-16

eSignatureOffice51_161116.exe
Improved
Added support of JBig2-Images inside PDF documents
Layout change in the "Colour Devices" menu
Clarification that some options in the "Colour Devices" menu also affect
black-and-white devices

Fixed
Problem with Rendering of PDF documents (QuarkXPress 9.3)
pale Rendering of scanned documents
remove revocation list entry for SoftwareRootCA certificates
GUI Settings not correctly imported with INIGEN.exe
automatic use of Signature Fields doesn´t work for all fields
Not all Sections in Administration where translated because of problems with
languages file
5.2.0.986

2016-12-13 Improved

eSignatureOffice52_161213.exe

automatic SSS - PDF mapping
SSS name inside the documetn
same filename for PDF and SSS (doc1.pdf / doc1.sss)
document tags
Searchwords
Keywords
function to disable clickable signature fields
filter for doubled search results for signature positions
Set automatic filter for PDF files as standard choice for file open dialog
option to set signature line width
layout for toolbar settings improved

Removed
remove obsolete KeySet Folder entry

Fixed
"Saved Failed" error when with existing signature fields
deactivation of the rotation button of Mobile pads
Printer Dialog Window always opens on main monitor (fixed except with CIB
Lib)
unvaild signature is marked as okay
5.3.0.991

2017-01-27 Improved
check if data transfer from device is incomplete
Jumping to signatures with sidebar is blocked while signing
Automatically created support files are now hidden from the user
option to enable/disable Sitebar elements
PDF can contain more than 1 SSS finename for mapping
Textsearch function (can accessed by menu and shortcut ctrg+f)
SOWIFI filter settings

Removed
obsolete TCP Message function from Macro Button

Fixed
reading value from PDF Field which name is several times inside the
document
using empty spaces in variables
date variable in the signature stamp didn´t worked correctly
permission which doesn´t allow the user to close the document didn´t worked
incorrect DigSig field preview
activating "reduced document context" option
problems with checking signatures from other Applikations (like AdobeReader)
WebSign UI is not responding

eSignatureOffice53_170127.exe

5.3.0.996

2017-02-27 Improved

eSignatureOffice53_170227.exe

Create dynamic folder on FTP Server
Displaying file name in the foot bar

Fixed
wrong cursor displayed in win10 at digsig fields
-gm0 startparameter doesn´t work anymore
text errors inside Setup
Application crash when using stamp variables wrongly
cyrillic text is not correctly displayed
Document rendering Problems
Improved Textsearch
5.3.0.1000

2017-03-20 Fixed

eSignatureOffice53_170320.exe
SecureSign doesn´t start signing after previous change to view mode
File propertie "Hidden" is causing a crash while signing
unwanted visual effect with new UI while adding of signature(statusbar)
Change of info-panel color not used when signing after setting
FrameColor and FrameThickness values inside XML Input doesn´t work
Editing of read-only form fields
stop OnSignFinish triggering with button click
Incorrect display of barcode inside the document

5.3.0.1002

2017-04-20 Improved
missing check of signature directory for Logging was added
missing check of signature directory in admin section

Fixed
ViewDocument Button is disabled with -autostartpdf parameter
using automatic SSS file selection leads to corrupted pdf
DocumentBackground Setting for Smartphone
Problems with textsearch by customer document
5.4.0.1007

2017-06-06 Improved

eSignatureOffice54_170606.exe

repeatable file sorting for automatic "Use first found signature set file"
function to disable scrolling while signmode
Factory Reset function inside support modul
Option for group-wise signature definition added
automatic start of signature process can be grouped for different signers
sign with selected group
signature group is now selectable
change default Search Modul to BLS
Glyph coloring scheme customizable for Ok/Cancel/Repeat
Textreplacement with another word if searchtext is found

Fixed
message that SignatureSet folder can´t be created
Menü Items are not correct displayed
Repeat of a Signature caused problems with 2.5, 3.01 and 3.11 Firmware/Devi
ces
Incorrect display of formfields
Fullscreen doesn´t work with SCS Import correctly
Fixed handling by opened pads
Problems with Signature Colour
Problems with Multi-User setting of the Converter
Zooming to a previous signature set zoom level when loading a new document
disable centering for tabletpcs
5.4.0.1009

2017-06-23 Improved
No document viewing before Signmode when using AutostartSig is being used

Fixed
text search and insert in lc-text on pad not correctly working
Access violation when VNC connects to client
Toolbar Icons overlapping each over

eSignatureOffice54_170623.exe

5.4.0.1012

2017-07-19 Improved

eSignatureOffice54_170719.exe

highlighting of textsearch results
redesign of File Upload Window
increase of signature rectangle on the signature device
TimeServer time is now shown in the Check screen
Toolbar Button for Device Search
Stamps can now be added automatically with SSS/XML
Added Zugferd support
notification for manual macro triggering
Option to add static signature fields with new GUI

Fixed
Problem when unplugging pad while in sign mode
Problem when disconnecting the pad before starting the signature
WebSign.ocx Window is freezing (all GUI components seem to be disabled)
Problem with switching devices while working with eSO
FTP Upload fails when "extend filename with number" is activ
Formfield content is removed when changing another field
wrong display in the stamp dialog when using custom variables
Logic Error in text exchange function
intelligent field search in stamp settings does not work correctly with NoCache
Option
Problems with textsearch by customer document
5.5.0.1020

2017-09-29 Improved

eSignatureOffice55_170729c.exe

Swtich between Signaturmode with Device and Stamp Signature
Option to enable tcpfransfer log with support modul
PDF rotation function
Ignore document rotation parameter for documents which already have a
digital signature
Option to define static signatures on last page(s)
SSSFolder and FTPSetFolder can be set inside registry for all users
Mapping a Signature to a spezific device
Version specific SCS options added as startparameter or XML Tag added
Option to pause the signing process (to continue in same instance)
extend logging for tcptransfer.dll

Fixed
Problem when disconnect pad while drawing
Problem with Stamp-Signature
Problems using certain macro options during the signing process
Problem with not existing Stamp Signature Image file
Stamp Signature abort Button doesn´t work correct
Signing manual a DIGSIG Field that target file couldn´t be saved
Misplaced signature in signed PDF file
space character at beginning of search string is causing an access violation
Problems with FTP connection in Spanish/Dutch language
Missplaced signature rectangles in PDF files with different page sizes
Problems with changing colour for split-view and view buttons
Fixed several UI errors
Problem with missplaced signature rectangle while signing
WebSign.ocx causing a crash after signing process is over
Signature is not rendered with naturaSign v1 Pad
Fullscreen Option caused a Problem with WebSign
WebSign GUI is locked while signing
Problem with Optional Cancel Button on the Brilliance Pad
Problem with multiple search results for stamp signature inside a signature-set
Problem with Device Mapping Order
errors with checking old document from 2008
SignatureMode didn´t ended when all Fields are skipped
Problem with closing SecureSign Mainfrom while SignMode
Incorrect Biodata handling which leads to decryption problems
Problem when plugging in the Signature Pad after start
5.5.0.1022

2017-10-12 Improved
changed Sitebar Options for older GUI Versions

Fixed
Signaturfield added with an Offset caused by unusual document specifications
Rendering Problems by specific customer documents
Incompatible PDF/A-2b and 3b signatures (to long string used)

eSignatureOffice55_171012.exe

5.6.0.1022

2017-11-10 Fixed

(problem with
Buildnumber)

eSignatureOffice56_171110.exe
Problem with opening specific PDF documents
Rendering problem with specific PDF documents
Printing only produced a white page
Problem with Saving last used Device
Zoom button behaviour for G12
Minimize startparameter with demo version caused problem
"Hide file name" option does not work
Button scheme colour is changed
no scrolling function in Signing (for tablet pcs)
Windows for Password protection at start up is shown in background
Stamp dialog setting not saved

Improved
FTP account data is not saved as clear text anymore in SCS
extended Zugferd Options
Support of Brilliance Biometric Version
Setup removes unwanted connections files from previous installations

Change
HTTP(S) default option is changed to TSLv1.2
5.6.0.1025

2017-12-12 Fixed

eSignatureOffice56_171212.exe
PDF-A/3b compatibtlity problem
Specific PDF couldn´t be opened
Rendering problems with specific documents
Problem caused longer starttimes of eSignatureOffice
Renaming Option didn´t worked by HTTP(s) upload
Editing signature set, which does not exist, leads to wrong error message
Inserting digital stamp over page boundary didn´t caused error message
FTP Server Settings are removed when reopen the Macro Settings
specific custom colour combination caused problems when saving signatures
incorrect handling opened pads

Improvment
SSS/XML Option to set Signing Mode typ
FTP-set path changeable in the administration menu
5.6.0.1027

2018-02-07 Fixed

eSignatureOffice56_180207.exe
Adding of signature failed by specific PDF documents
Problem with opening specific PDF documents
Squared brackets in form field names caused a crash
Wrong appearance of DigSig signatures on coloured background
First 4 characters in new document sidebar entry are not shown
Swtiching Windows behavior while startup
DigSig fields not using stamp settings
Text errors inside Setup
User notification due to wrong file version of program.ini didn´t allows to start
eSignatureOffice
Signature line preview not matching the final line
Different Colour interpretation between Versions 4.x and 5.x inside XML Option
Exit sign mode with digSig document caused problems
Problem leads into signing a DigSig field twice

Changed
Remove of local help files and linking to online help

Improvment
AutostartSig Parameter is now blocking access to menu to prevent errors
Size of Signing Rectangle for Standard-Sign-Mode can be modfied in SSS and
XML
Filelist in Sidebar
Document handling text and GUI improvements
Highlighting selected entry in the document list admin menu
Different saving behavior for netword drives
Automatic usage of Standard-Sign-Mode when using Text on Pad functionallty

Removed
Fontsettings for older devices (blueMpad/plusPad)
Remove the ability to open XML files from within eSO

5.7.0.1035

2018-03-14 Fixed

eSignatureOffice57_180314.exe
the [Original] file options used the saved document
Signature line preview not matching the final line
Parameter -autostartSig does not work together with -gm3
Date and time format with special characters shown wrong
Using the [Original] file after saving via macro
incorrect zoomlevel with SignInDoc
Wrong FTP and HTTP(S) dialog interaction
Text on Device was not shown when Signature was repeated
BrilliancePad was crashing/restarting after closing eSignatureOffice
Macro Option "Close Document" is not setting device to idle mode

Improved
Improve the creation of new sidebar entries for the document list
Checking Signature option should also affext now onCancel Event
New Design of the Pad-Search-Dialog
Signature set filter settings improvement
Limitation Options for Signatur search results
New Varaible for File path (usable with marcos)
Improving the confirmation dialog in the signature set
Update language files
5.7.0.1040

2018-05-04 Fixed

eSignatureOffice57_180504.exe
Incorrect behavior with checkbox for Deleting original file
Clean Up of tempfolder is visible in recycle bin
Search results from a closed file are used
clicking in main menu was not possible after a signed XML was loaded
Manual signing after using a signature set with macro does not work correctly
Switch between sign pad and mouse
Restart Signing after Skipping the first and only signature
Time for Padsearch dialog took very long
Problem what no Signature Pad was found by on some computers

Improved
Horizontal lines between document list items
Register for all Users Options to actived the software for all Users (required
adminrights)
remove of SSS file Icons in sidebar
Setup Option to install StepOver Root Certificates for the Signature check
Added Option to show OK/Repeat/Cancel buttons while signing with Classic
Pad

5.7.0.1042

2018-05-24 Fixed

eSignatureOffice57_180524.exe
Problem with Device Search Dialog
Improved device search speed
Fixed Problem with TabletPCs

5.8.0.1047

2018-07-12 Fixed

eSignatureOffice58_180712.exe
Problem with XML File download
incorrect stamp font size
Signmode Button had incorrect pressed in manual signing
Form field content not always visible

Improved
added different Link Handler URLs
Ability to use complete folder paths for image signatures
User notification when cancelling optional fields and unsigned mandatory fields
are in the same signature set
Option to disable Converter Settings
Handling signature fields across document boundaries
SignNow + Cancel leaves pad stranded in config mode
Logging Options to save Input files
added new filter type for signature sets

5.9.0.1051

2018-09-13 Fixed

eSignatureOffice59_180913c.exe
customization problem with SecureSign when customer.name file is used
LCD Texts were sometimes not displays on the signature pads
Problem with Stamp Text size was fixed with new Option
Exception when when reopening of SecureSign
Problem with Barcode Rending in a PDF document
Rendering Problem with different documents
Printing Problem with customer PDF
PDF Search Problems
Mouse was showed as device even filter for this device type was active
When repeating a signature the previous signature was showed again

Removed
OnProgram.ini Error was removed

Improved
Loading behavior of Config/INI files improved
new condition for visibility by marco buttons
Upload behavior for LCD Text by colour devices

Added
Added Support of new device: "duraSign Pad 10.0"
Device specific Options in Administration to change this like signing area,
zoom, rotation settings and other things
GetVersion function for SecureSign
Overlapped Parameter was added for SigFile function of SecureSign (new
Parameter and as new function)
5.10.0.1055

2018-11-29 Fixed

eSignatureOffice510_181129.exe
Closing with X didn´t worked correctly
Problem with Windows position on additional displays
incorrect Option to rotate devices to 90/270 degrees even it´s not supported by
the device
Centering on the signature rectangle not working
SKIP/NEXT Button disable option when start signing
Problems to import older SCS Version
external digital Signature caused a crash while loading of the pdf file
eSO can´t be closed when SignatureSetFolder doesn´t exist
Reduced document context on duraSign Pad 10.0
Duplex print doesn´t work
Problem with to long Parameter string for external Application (Macro Button)
eSO shows unwanted UI behavior at startup
Merging files leads to wrong appearance
Watermark inside a PDF was not correctly renderd
Fixed Textsearch for specfic customer documents

Added
Macro Visibility Options in case all Signatures are skipped
Start parameter for pad orientation
Add new BLS Search Option without Extended Search
Option to enable manual signing after all Signature with XML Input
Added duplex print support

Improved
changed start signing icon in the administration
Signature field context on the device display independent of "Scroll to position"
option
allow to copy/paste the license key at once into the registration window
Button Refresh Optimierung
Add Return values about manual signing to XML
5.10.0.1056

2019-01-17

Fixed

eSignatureOffice510_190117.exe
Dropdown lists do not allow to change their selection
The size of the signature rectangle on the pad depends on the position of the
rectangle in the PDF
Scroll-in effect from the wrong direction
Signing a empty Signature field caused that other already signed Signatures
got unvaild
Problem with PDF/A-2b conformity
Rendering Problem with Fixit converted PDF file

Improved
Allow the reduced document context to be device specific
5.10.0.1057

2019-01-29

Fixed

eSignatureOffice510_190129.exe
Printing via macro while using BLS Lib. creates infinite printing copies
external signed PDF can´t be opened

5.10.0.1070

2019-08-14 Fixed

eSignatureOffice510_190814.exe
Missing Translation
Using the sign mode after signing digSig fields is not possible
SignInDoc Mode is not possible with DuraSign Brilliance Biometric Pad
eSO crashing with an customer document
SecureSign Error Code 1400
stop DocView in case eSO unloads PDF with Makro
Reopen issue with exception behavior by SecureSign
Infinite printing of document
StartSign button colour reverts to the default colour when zooming or turning
pages
SignNow button colour not set correctly
Signed value is not set in Retfile when using StampSignatures
Problem with collecting Signature with Citrix device forwarding
Problem with text search by an customer document
Problem with document rendering in combination with simultaneous text
search

Improved
Optimizing signature field size by mobile devices
Option to increase the conformation buttons
Enable the start signing button on the device without using SSS/XML as start
parameter
Allow usage of mobile devices even standard Signmode is activ
Search window (STRG+F) should be in focus
Improved automatic Pad selection (added B/W Devices to be selected)
Improved the text search feature

Added
eSO5 GUI for SecureSign
Support TabletPC Display Rotation while Signmode is activ
Support for -hideframe Parameter in GUI5
Add new BLS Text Search Option (without Extended Search)
Added Parameter to force Focus
5.11.0.1076

2019-10-24 Fixed

eSignatureOffice511_191024b.exe
Problems with checksymbol in a PDF dropdown list
SignMode doesn´t start with SecureSign
Macro is not triggered by pressMacroButton function

Added
toolbar Sync-Icon for monitor -> Signature device synchronization
Option to select page by entering number in page counter (bottom right)
save sidebar size when closing

* official release Versions from Website

Version 6.x

Version

Date

Description

JIRA Task
(only internal)

Setup

Test-Protocol
(only
internal)

6.0.0.1080 2019-12-10 Added

eSignatureOffice60_191211.exe
Hint/Option to enable automatic SSS selection when this is not enabled inside the
Administration
New visibility option for the signature information dialog (always, never and changeable by
user)
Option to hide icons in the sidebar
Save sidebar size upon closing of eSignatureOffice
Support of longer encryption keys on the signature pad (digital signature and biometric
encryption)
Option to sync document navigation between software and pad
New Option to send e-Mails
Commandline usage of Outlook, Thunderbird or other mail Clients
Send Email directly via external SMTP Server
New Option to increase the signature conformation buttons of eSignatureOffice
Option to enable manual signing after all signatures are signed inside a Input XML
Some default settings were for Version 6.x
HashDialog, signature timeout and signer information dialog is now disabled
Mobile and Classic Pad have by default now OK/Repeat/Cancel button to confirm the
signature
The signer, reason and location was removed from the default stamp setting
Start sign button on the device is now disabled when no SSS/XML is being used
New document viewing option call "Continues Scrolling" was added (only for duraSign Pad
10.0)

Fixed
Tool bar not displayed correctly
Signature was not added with WYSE Pad configuration
Signature image check was not working correctly, which could result in saving an empty
signature image
Incorrect Mode switch on the signature device when selecting the manual signmode inside
the application
Fast scrolling scrolls too far
Issue that document is not rendered automatically after signature set
Issue that LCD Text with Standard Signature Mode was not working with all devices
When using NoStamp inside Signature Info Dialog, the Informations about
Signer/Reason/Location are also not used for the Meta Information of the Signatures
Accessviolation when using XML Input which damaged the Program.ini
Message that Device was Unpluged cause problems that eSO was not usable anymore
6.1.0.1085 2020-02-28 Improved

eSignatureOffice61_200228.exe

Shortcut renaming for German language
Improvment of Email Test

Fixed
Send mail via outlook parameter fails after outlook update
Signer Request Setting by manual DigSig fields didn´t depends of Administration Setting
Text errors in the GUI mouseOver tooltips
DigSig fields ignore the docsign/customsign settings
Problem with setting encryption settings with signature set / XML
Signature info dialog has a lower prio than the admin menu
Skip button behaves different on the device and inside software
Probleme that not allow to start securesign
Variables in XML can be mixed up
Extend filename with Number adds also an extra point to the name
Minimal window height not working correctly
Changing position of the Split-View button
Signatures in digSig fields not rendered correctly
SignatureImage Check is ignoring an error
PDF rendering issues
6.2.0.1093 2020-06-22 Improved
extending automatic Pad selection for all StepOver Pads
Improvement of the signature device selection in the admin menu
Improving the SOWIFI admin menu
Improving the 3rd party device manager
Improvement of the Colour devices options menu
Disable WLAN Hotspot Options on Windows Server systems
Selection on new encryption key are generalized for all vendors (EU / US)
Improving the selection order of how a mail will be send
Message to restart application after changing the logging settings
Name and password for WLAN-Hotspot is randomized (changeable inside the Administration)
Redesign of Text on Display settings for Signature Set
TabletPC Pen/Touch interfaces are now merged to the specific type

Added
Added filtering of incorrect decrypted data to rendering

Fixed
Problems when switching between standard signmode and signing with document
background by b/w pads
Signature conformation buttons are hide when using iOS/Android devices for signing, as they
have no effect yet
Problem with GUI when importing older SCS file
Wrong behaviour after skipping signatures
Problems with signer information windows when using existing signature fields
Problems that TabletPC input was not recognized correctly

eSignatureOffice62_200622.exe

6.2.0.1099 2020-08-12 Improved
Device Search list is now in order
Software encryption of biometric data is now using a key with length of 4096 Bit (TabletPC´s
and MobileDevices)
Minor Texts changes in the Administration
Signature information dialog without signer/reason/location
automatic selection of the email client for sending mail (manual change still possible)

Added
Notary Information can be added by software encryption of biometric data (TabletPC or
Mobile devices)
Customer Specific Notary Key can be used with Mobile devices
QR Code for Hotspot Connection added to device search window
Rotate Display of TabletPC while eSO is already in Signmode

Fixed
SecureSign is not showing Makro and Conformation Buttons
Problems that signature time was incorrect added to PDF by some timezones
Problem with signature image size by naturaSign Standard Pads (Firmware 1.x)
NaturaSign Standard Pads (Firmware 1.x) were ignored by the automatic device selection of
StepOver Pads at start up
Error when adding image via signature set with b/w pad selected
Stamp text too small when signing with a smartphone
Problems with multiple seach results for the same text (emulated bold font)
Signature info dialog way too large
OK/Repeat buttons not visible when selecting sign pad after smartphone
Missing conformation Buttons in the footbar when adding a digital stamp
Problems with TabletPC Licensing
Exit with TCP not working correctly, when Device was not used
Incorrect signature time was set by some times zones
PDF Rendering issues

eSignatureOffice62_200812.exe

